Library Resources

If you’re looking for an idea, searching for examples, or seeking tips on successful experiments, these materials can help. Can’t find a copy at your library? These books are available through Interlibrary Loan from SDLN, too.

- 50 nifty super science fair projects by Carol Amato, Eric Ladizinsky & Jill Smolinski, 1995.
- 50 nifty super more science fair projects by Natalie Goldstein, 2000.
- 100 award-winning science fair projects by Glen Vecchione, 2001.
- 100 first-prize make-it-yourself science fair projects by Glen Vecchione, 1998.
- Atoms at the science fair; exhibiting nuclear projects by Robert Le Compte and Burrell Wood, 1964.
- Autumn science projects by John Williams, 1998.
- The complete handbook of science fair projects by Julianne Bochinski, 1996.
- Environment by Catherine Reed, 1992.
- Environmental science: high-school science fair experiments by H. Steven Dashefsky, 1994.
- Fish tank physics projects by Madeline Goodstein, 2002.
- How to do a science fair project by Salvatore Tocci, 1997.
- Ideas for science fair projects by Ronald Benrey & other winners of the National Science Fair, 1963.
- Janice VanCleave's rocks and minerals: mind-boggling experiments you can turn into science fair projects by Janice VanCleave, 1996.
- Microbiology: high-school science fair experiments by H. Steven Dashefsky, 1995.
- Prize-winning science fair projects by Penny Durant, 1991.
- Rubber-band banjos and a java jive bass: projects and activities on the science of music and sound by Alex Sabbeth, 1997.
- Science fair experiments by Byron Wels, 1971.
- Science fair projects: flight, space & astronomy by Bob Bonnet & Dan Keen, 1997.
- Science fair projects about the moon by Robert Gardner, 1997.
- Science fair projects with electricity and electronics by Bob Bonnet and Dan Keen, 1996.
• Science fair success by Ruth Bombaugh, 1990.
• Science fair success in the hardware store by Salvatore Tocci, 2000.
• Science fair success with plants by Phyllis Perry, 1999.
• Science fair success with scents, aromas, and smells by Thomas Rybolt and Leah Rybolt, 2002.
• Science fair success using the Internet by Marc Rosner, 1999.
• Science fairs: ideas and activities, 1998.
• Science project ideas about air by Robert Gardner, 1997.
• Science project ideas about animal behavior by Robert Gardner, 1997.
• Science projects about kitchen chemistry, by Robert Gardner, 1999.
• Science projects: mirrors by Hy Ruchlis, 1968.
• Space & Astronomy: 49 science fair projects by Robert Bonnet & G. Daniel Keen, 1992.
• Super science fair projects by Carol Amato, 1994.
• Super science fair sourcebook by Maxine Iritz, 1996.
• Sure-to-win science fair projects by Joe Rhatigan, 2001.
• Zoology: 49 science fair projects by H. Steven Dashefsky, 1995.
• Zoology: high school science fair experiments by H. Steven Dashefsky, 1995.